
F O U R T H  G R A D E  
ENGLISH CLASS HOMEWORKS 

School Year 2019-2020 
 

 Monday, October 21ST    

Grammar: Attachment 1. “WOULD LIKE question&answer”. (Print, answer and paste attachment 1 in 
your homework notebook). 

 Tuesday, October 22ND      

Vocabulary: Write a sentence for each vocabulary word. (In your notebook, write a sentence for 
each vocabulary word seen today). 

List #6 
“Antique Stuff” 

1. town  5. writing machine  9. wristwatch   
2. candles  6. sew 10. old fashioned  
3. play chess  7. telegram 11. letter 
4. tell stories  8. black and white T.V. 12. wood wagon  

 

 Wednesday, October 23RD      

Reading: Read “The Stone Soup”. Identify all the words you don’t understand and write down their 

definition. Then, make a sequence of events about the story. (In your homework notebook, write all 

the words that you didn’t understand from the story “The Stone Soup”, look for their definition and 

write them down. Then, make a sequence of events about the story with drawings).  

Science: Bring printed or written information about Nonrenewable and Renewable Energy Resources.  

 Thursday, October 24th        

 
Writing: Write a journal about “Could you ever be a vegetarian? Why or why not?” (In your journal, 
write one page journal about “Could you ever be a vegetarian? Why or why not?” 

Grammar: Write 10 sentences with different verbs using “would”. (In your homework notebook, write 
down 10 sentences using “would” with the following verbs: eat, order, drink, play, sleep, watch, go, 
learn, taste, and meet).  
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Attachment 1 

 

WOULD LIKE question & answer 

Look and write. Complete the questions and answer 

1.  

 

 

What ___________________________ with the breakfast?  

She ___________________________________________ 

2.  

 

 

What ___________________________ to drink? 

They __________________________________________ 

3.  

 

 

What ___________________________ to do? 

Grandma ____________________________________ 

4.  

 

 

What ___________________________________ to play? 

He ___________________________________________ 

  

5.  

 

 

What ___________________________________ to order? 

She ______________________________________________ 
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THE STONE SOUP 

Once upon a time, somewhere in Eastern Europe, there was a great famine. People jealously 

hoarded whatever food they could find, hiding it oven from their friends and neighbors.  

 

One day, a peddler drove his wagon into the village, sold a few of his wares, and began asking 

questions as if he planned to stay for the night. "There's not a bite to eat in the whole province," he 

was told. "Better keep moving on."  

 

"Oh, 1 have everything 1 need," he said, "in fact, 1 was thinking of making some stone soup to share 

with all of you." tie pulled an iron cauldron from his Wagon, filled it with water, and built a fire under it.  

Then, with great ceremony, he drew an ordinary-looking stone from a velvet bag and dropped it into 

the water.  

 

By now, hearing the rumor of food, most of the villagers had come to the square or watched from 

their windows in curiosity, by the peddler sniffed the "broth" and licked his lips in anticipation, hunger 

began to overcome their skepticism.  

 

"Flhh," the peddler said to himself rather loudly, "1 do like a tasty stone soup." The peddler recalled 

another time when he had enjoyed stone soup with some friends. "One of them happened to have 

some carrots to add to the pot, and Oh how it sweetened the broth," he exclaimed.  

 

"1 may have a carrot or two," said one of the villagers, tie went and fetched some from his home and 

put them in the pot. Others in the village soon began to recall their favorite soups. < 1 % they did, the 

few items tucked away in their cupboards came to mind. One after another they were off. They 

returned with some potatoes, onions, and salt beef and so on until there was indeed a delicious meal 

for all.  

 

From that day on, long after the famine had ended, they reminisced about the finest soup they had 

ever eaten.  

 

The end  

 

This story celebrates the importance of engaging and organizing resources for the common good. It's 

amazing what can be achieved when people are inspired and motivated to bring their resources 

together. Stone Soup Antiques Gallery is a cooperative antiques shop, like the villagers in this stone 

we have collected our treasures together to share with you. 

 

 


